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Showroom Health & Safety Guidelines
Please ensure you are fully familiar with RRG’s Covid-19 Risk Assessment Document
 Limit the number of Customers entering the premises; GMs to oversee appointment schedule.
 Showroom to operate with an adapted style and circulation – fewer cars in showroom.
 Install disinfecting hand gel dispensers in the showroom, customer waiting areas, and in the toilets.
 Customers will be requested to clean their hands as they enter the building.
 2m grid lines are to be installed on showroom and service reception floors with direction signage..
 Ensure there is clear signage to direct the customers to host stations.
 Customer waiting area:
o
o
o
o
o
o

TV screens turned off to discourage crowding
Remove papers, magazines etc.
Move lounge seating into showroom to respect social distancing
Remove all brochures,
Do not provide customer refreshments
Cordon-off ‘kids’ areas’ where appropriate

 Customer facing statement about a Centre’s ‘commitment to safety’.
 Perspex screens to be installed at the host station, consultation pods, service reception, and parts counter before use.
 Regularly clean all customer and non-Customer facing facilities.
 Test drives will be unaccompanied.
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Customer Health & Safety Guidelines
Please ensure you are fully familiar with RRG’s Covid-19 Risk Assessment Document
 Utilise Showroom signage and safety equipment (e.g. Perspex screen).
 Customers to enter showroom by appointment only.
 Customers to stay in their vehicles until their allotted appointment time.
 Customer-facing staff should use fresh sterile gloves with each Customer
 Staff to disinfect mobile phones, PCs, keyboards and mice regularly
 Disinfect all areas with which a customer has come in contact with – chair, PDQ machine, screen etc.
 Once sanitised a ‘THIS VEHICLE HAS BEEN SANITISED’ mirror hanger should be fitted to the rear-view
mirror. Explain how the vehicle will be disinfected to our customers (utilise the COVID-19 Customer
Vehicle Cleaning & Safety One Pager)
 Avoid receiving vehicle keys directly from Customers – sanitise keys and, where appropriate, use
disposable plastic bags. Key cleaning areas should be established.
 Please refer to the Covid-19 RA document for instructions around toilet facilities.
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Keeping Customers Informed

COVID-19 SAFETY MEASURES INFOGRAPHIC

It is recommended you utilise the text below and
infographic (right) when sending customer confirmation
emails.
Appointment confirmations should also detail a specific
time, date, and Dealer contact

------------------------------------------

COPY AND PASTE THE FOLLOWING TEXT AND INFOGRAPHIC LINK

To ensure your safety we have redesigned our service reception
and showroom areas to allow for social distancing and to
accommodate safe waiting areas. We will be introducing
additional wall and floor signage, hand sanitisation stations,
protecting safety screens and reconfiguring the showrooms to
space out the waiting areas.
On the day of your visit you can expect all appropriate safety
measures to protect you and ensure your vehicle is returned to
you fully sanitised.
We would appreciate your help in preventing any potential
spread of COVID-19, but not visiting our dealerships if you or
anyone in your household has a high temperature or a
continuous cough- even if its mild. We look forward to providing
you with a safe and warm welcome.
PLEASE CLICK HERE TO FAMILIARISE YOURSELF WITH
OUR SAFETY PROCEDURE PRIOR TO ARRIVAL
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Keeping Customers Informed
When customers visit, you could share a copy of our
COVID-19 Customer Safety One Pager
to highlight our six core principles, and share how we
will go about cleaning and sanitising our vehicles.
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Employee Health & Safety Guidelines
Please ensure you are fully familiar with RRG’s Covid-19 Risk Assessment Document
 Wherever possible staff should work from home.
 Implement working patterns to allow for increased social distancing.
 Staff to be reminded to wash and sanitise hands regularly.
 Perspex screens to be installed in customer facing areas.
 Customer-facing staff should use fresh sterile gloves with each customer.
 Regularly sanitise key cupboards, personal workstations and other items touched frequently.
 Avoid receiving vehicle keys directly from Customers; utilise key cleaning areas.
 Modify the layout of the canteen to minimise staff congregating and maintain social distancing.
 Minimise staff in kitchen/canteen areas; have a timed rota for each member of staff.
 Staff to bring own pre-prepared food, cutlery, personal flasks/water bottled and take home each day – no
cutlery/food to be left on site overnight. Company crockery be stored away.
 All lunch/snacks stored in fridge to be in secure packaging and clearly labelled with staff member’s name.
 Please refer to the Covid-19 RA document for instructions around toilet facilities.
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Vehicle Health & Safety Guidelines
Please ensure you are fully familiar with RRG’s Covid-19 Risk Assessment Document
 Sanitise every vehicle inside and out, before and after service or test drive (please refer to Covid19 Vehicle Cleaning Check Sheet). Once sanitised a ‘THIS VEHICLE HAS BEEN SANITISED’ mirror
hanger should be fitted to the rear-view mirror. Establish dedicated pick up/ drop off areas for
cars depending on whether or not they have been sanitised
 Staff should use fresh sterile gloves with each vehicle, and appropriate C.A.S.E (Customer
Assurance Sanitisation Equipment) e.g. disposable seat covers.
 Cars displayed as normal with all doors locked.
 Vehicles only opened by sales executives (with gloves) if requested to do so; gloves to be worn by
the customer when viewing the car to minimise the need for re-sanitisation; keep 2m distance.
 All internal vehicle contact zones are to be sanitised after a customer has sat inside (including
external door handles).
 Sanitise keys and, where appropriate, use disposable plastic bags.
 Handles and regular touchpoints sanitised as part of pitch clean.
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Workshop Health & Safety Guidelines
Please ensure you are fully familiar with RRG’s Covid-19 Risk Assessment Document
 No customers in the workshop.
 Service advisors/ drivers to ensure appropriate C.A.S.E (Customer Assurance Sanitisation
Equipment) is used/ put in vehicles.
 Sanitise every vehicle inside before entering the workshop (please refer to Covid-19 Vehicle
Cleaning Check Sheet). Once sanitised a ‘THIS VEHICLE HAS BEEN SANITISED’ mirror hangar should
be fitted to the rear-view mirror.
 A new pair of gloves is to be worn for each vehicle.
 Sanitise keys and, where appropriate, use disposable plastic bags.
 No more than one person per car/ road test.
 Job card to be sleeved and delivered to technicians work area.
 All parts to be pre-picked. Limited of 1 technician at parts back counter at any time. Additional
parts to be delivered to work bay using parts trollies.
 All shared tools to be sanitised after use and returned to correct area.
 Shared IT machines/ iPads to be sanitised after each use.
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Best Practice- Enquiries & Showroom Access
Showroom Access & SalesSubject to Change in June

Initial Enquiry
• Explain the measures
we are taking to keep
customers safe.
• Set a fixed
appointment time to
manage social
distancing.
• Send a CitNow video
explaining what the
customer can expect
on arrival.
• Send a CitNow video
on the car of interest.

Pre-Appointment

Pre-Arrival

Arrival

• So the customers what is
expected of them on
arrival, send the link to
our Covid-19 Safety
Measures infographic*
prior to visit.
• Only one visitor/customer
per family.
• Suggest the customer
brings their own pen.
• Answer as many
questions prior to arrival
(requirements/ ownership
& part ex history/ finance
preferences, etc.)

• Move the vehicle of
interest into a
designated viewing area.
• Sanitise key vehicle
touchpoints including
door handle.
• Sanitise the desk and
surrounding surface area
where the customer will
sit.

• Customers directed
by signage to a
dedicated entrance
door.
• Host to meet
customer, confirm
reason for visit, and
explain Covid-19
business adaptations.
• Customer to sanitise
their hands.
• Customer directed to
a safe waiting area.
• Customers are not to
be kept waiting
unnecessarily.

* https://www.rrg-group.com/blog/your-safe-service-at-rrg/
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Customers may not enter the
showroom- access must be
blocked off wherever possible
There must be sign up stating
that the showroom is closed to
customers except for vehicle
repair, spare parts and vehicle
collection
Parts need to be ordered on the
phone and then collected. Chip
and pin is still preferred for the
payment.
Vehicles can be handed over on
site in a designated outside
area - ensure enough room to
maintain social distancing
Vehicles must be sanitised prior
to customer’s arrival. If a
customer can’t come to site we
will deliver at home (see page on
Handovers for guidance)

Best Practice- Making an Offer

These key principles should be appropriately readapted for off-premises/ distance sales

Customer Arrival
• Greet the customer and
explain the measures we
taking to keep customers
safe.
• Invite team to sanitise their
hands and offer gloves.
• A 2m distance should be
retained AT ALL times.
• There should be no
handshake.
• Any details not obtained
prior to arrival should be
taken on a desktop
wherever possible rather
than an iPad.
• If using an iPad, it should
be disinfected between each
use.

Initial Disclosure

Presentation

• Single use, hard copies of
our IDD should be printed.
• You should not keep a pile
of IDDs on the customer
desk. These should be
kept in a drawer in the
sales office so they are kept
as sanitised as possible.
• A fresh IDD should be
given to every customer.

• Keep 2m distance.
• Vehicles only opened by staff
(with gloves). Gloves to be
worn by customers when
viewing cars to minimise the
need for re-sanitisation
• All internal vehicle contact
zones are to be sanitised after
a customer has sat inside
(including external door
handles).
• Product presenters may be
used alongside verbal
explanation as long as they
are single use and replaced
for every new customer.
• Figures are to be presented
on the desktop screen
through the partition.

Obtaining
Signatures

• Customer to sign the order
form digitally on a
disinfected iPad.
• Always santise hard
surfaces between
customers.
• If the customer needs to
sign finance documentation,
utilise ‘sign at home’
process wherever possible
if offered by the finance
provider.
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Paperwork
• All paperwork is to be
emailed. There is no hard
copy provided unless
requested by the customer.
• Place any paperwork in an
envelope or plastic folder
before passing over to the
customer.

Best Practice- Conducting Test Drives

Appointments
• All test drives to be
unaccompanied- known or
previous customers only.
• Set fixed appointment timeonly one family member.
• Explain the measures we are
taking to keep customers
safe.
• So the customers know
what is expected of them on
arrival, send the link to our
Covid-19 Safety Measures
infographic* prior to visit.
• Customer to email a copy of
their driving licence for
validation prior to test drive
(e.g. check for convictions),
and bring their physical DL
on the day.
• Populate customer data on
Emax using desktop prior to
the customer arriving.

Preparation

Managing
Tests Drives

• Ensure the car has been
cleaned and sanitised prior
to test drive (please refer to
our Covid-19 Vehicle
Cleaning Check Sheet).
• Look for the ‘THIS
VEHICLE HAS BEEN
SANITISED’ mirror hanger
in the car.
• Sanitise vehicle keys and
place in a sealed plastic
bag.
• Allocate trade plates and
sanitise from previous use
• Sanitise door handle at
least two minutes before
the customer will enter the
vehicle.
• Ensure the air flow in the
car is not set on
recirculate when the
vehicle is on.

• Set up a test drive diary
• Record relevant trade plate
next to customer entry
• Hold DL during test drive.
• Customer to leave keyscheck it is their vehicle.

AT
HOME







TEST
DRIVES

CLICK HERE TO REVIEW DUE
DILLIGENCE BEST PRACTICE
Validate DL prior to leaving
the dealership.
Confirm home address
matched DL.
Customer to sign home test
drive indemnity form.
We can only offer a test
drive at a home address.
Use appropriate C.A.S.E
(e.g. driver seat cover,
gloves)

Vehicle
Presentations
• 5 point walk around at 2m
distance.
• Provide a customer with a
verbal explanation of
controls.
• Pre-print test drive routes
(several choices). Laminate
these and sanitise between
test drives.
• Agree on a test drive route
(establish the length of time
each route takes before
hand and write estimated
timings on test drive route
sheets).
• Agree timings with the
customer.
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Vehicle Return
• Set aside dedicated return
areas for vehicles needing
disinfecting before the next
test drive.
• Clean and sanitise the
vehicle prior to the next test
drive (please refer to our
Covid-19 Vehicle Cleaning
Check Sheet).
• Valeters to use appropriate
C.A.S.E.
• Once sanitised, Valeter to
place a ‘THIS VEHICLE HAS
BEEN SANITISED’ mirror
hanger in the car.

Home Test Drives- Due Diligence
PRE-QUALIFICATION CHECKS BEST PRACTICE
Make an outbound call to the customer to confirm the appointment.
Qualify the customer and gauge the integrity of the information given and whether the enquiry is genuine.
Confirm that they are at least 21 years old. If not, we are unable to offer a test drive. Instead, they will need to test drive at a dealership.
Confirm they have no more than 6 points on their driving licence.
Ask the customer for a copy of their driving licence to be emailed. Confirm the address on the driving licence, matches the address from which they wish to test drive. If it
doesn’t, please obtain a proof of address dated within the last three months. Acceptable proofs include a bank or credit card statement, utility bill, landline phone bill (not
mobile), or a council tax bill (but ensure this is dated within the last three months).
If you have concerns over the validity of someone’s driving licence, you can carry out an extra check using the DL check service at gov.uk. The customer can obtain a
passcode from
https://www.gov.uk/view-driving-licence
which can then be used by you to confirm the validity at the following URL:
https://www.gov.uk/check-driving-information
This service will check that their DL is valid, confirm the expiry date of the licence, and also confirm that they are not banned from driving.
Please ensure the customer is seen exiting their house prior to test drive.
If there is a part exchange, ensure we have the customer’s keys before they begin the test drive.
If you are in doubt about the customer’s ability to drive safely or their intention during test drive, please stop the test drive process immediately.
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Home Test Drives- Indemnity Form
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Best Practice for Conducting
Vehicle Appraisals
• Explain to the customer how you will be conducting their part
exchange appraisal to keep them/ you safe.

Sanitising the Vehicle
Prior to Appraisal
Customer to use provided hand
sanitiser and sanitise keys
before handing over

• Part Ex Appraisals can be conducted at a customers home but
members of staff must take adequate precautions by using
appropriate Customer Assurance Sanitisation Equipment (C.A.S.E) and
follow social distancing measures at all times (2m).

Sanitise external and interior
touch points before appraising
(e.g. steering wheel, gear stick,
door handles, etc)

• As it is not possible to conduct a safe test drive of the vehicle being
appraised, our order form will be updated to state that the vehicle is
in a roadworthy condition.

Exec appraises the car as per
normal procedures; protective
C.A.S.E. (e.g. gloves) to be used

• If the customer would like to conduct a remote appraisal themselves,
direct them to the RRG Direct car page. Instruct them to choose any
used car and select ‘Reserve Online’. This will take them into our
Trade In page where they can obtain an indicative part exchange
price.

Customer to be presentmust keep 2m distance

Check the customer’s
documentation; re-sanitise the
keys before handing back to
the customer.
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Best Practice- Handovers
Offsite Handovers

Pre-Handover
• Confirm payment
received via
preferred payment
method.
• AFRL/RaV set for
Docusign and
completed prior to
handover.
• Confirm setup of
relevant OEM system.
• So the customers
know what is
expected of them on
arrival, send the link
to our Covid-19
Safety Measures
infographic* prior to
visit.
• Confirm time of
handover
(communicate strict
timing for safety).

Handover Prep

Handover

Post Handover

• Ensure the car has been
cleaned and sanitised
prior to handover (please
refer to our Covid-19 Vehicle
Cleaning Check Sheet).
• Look for the ‘THIS
VEHICLE HAS BEEN
SANITISED’ mirror hanger
in the car.
• Apply disposable vehicle
protection (e.g. seat
cover).
• Put car in handover bay
(wear gloves).
• Remove any disposable
vehicle protection.
• Sales manager to inspect
vehicle prior to handover.
• Re-sanitise keys and place
in an airtight plastic bag
ready for the customer.

• Greet the customer and
explain the measures we
taking to keep customers
safe.
• Invite them to sanitise their
hands and offer gloves.
• A 2m distance should be
retained AT ALL times.
• There should be no
handshake.
• Escort customer to
executive who will explain
handover preparations.
• Executive to sanitise the
car handles at least 2 mins
before the customer enters.
• Pass bag with keys to the
customer.
• Executive to explain
controls at a distance (2m).

• Confirm time to
contact the customer
for follow up (1 week
later).
• Send the customer a
CitNow handover
video with additional
explanation of
controls.
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Delivery driver to meet and greet
at prequalified home/business
address (maintain 2m distance)

If no part ex, exec collected by
colleague- separated by seating
front/back on return

Masks and gloves (C.A.S.E.) can
be worn if difficult to maintain
2m distance
If part ex, wear gloves, sanitise
external and internal vehicle
touchpoints (e.g. steering wheel,
gear stick, door handles, etc). Use
disposable seat cover.
Obtain the customer’s
part- ex documentation and
spare key and place in sealed
plastic bag

Best Practice- Valeting Vehicles

Car Booked
for Valet
• Sales executive adds vehicle
to valeting system.
• Car is tagged up and keys
sanitised.

Valet Team Member
Collects Car

Valet Commences

Valet Complete

Housekeeping

• Valeter collects keys and
puts missing hygiene
equipment in the car where
necessary, including, floor
mat, seat covers, and
steering wheel cover.
• Valeter to turn off internal
air system (ensure it is not
set to recirculate).
• Valeter to wear appropriate
C.A.S.E. (e.g. gloves).

• Valeter to complete valet
paying particular attention to
door handles and other high
touch/ contact areas.
• PLEASE REFER TO THE

• Wearing gloves Valeter to
park the vehicle in
dedicated area for cars that
have been sanitised and are
ready for customers.
• Remove all hygiene
equipment from the car
(e.g. seat cover).
• Key to be sanitised and
returned to sales office.
• ‘THIS VEHICLE HAS BEEN
SANITISED’ mirror hangers
to be removed before
driving by customer.

• Valet team to wear
appropriate C.A.S.E. (e.g.
gloves) when cleaning pitch
and showroom cars.
• Showroom cars to be
cleaned on door handles
and high contact surfaces
frequently.
• No more than one Valeter
working on a car at a time.

COVID-19 VEHICLE
CLEANING CHECK SHEET.

• Once sanitised, Valeter to
place a ‘THIS VEHICLE HAS
BEEN SANITISED’ mirror
hanger in the car.
• Put a disposable seat cover
on driver seat.
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Covid-19 Vehicle Cleaning Check Sheet
Wash/Vac Exterior/Interior

Seat Adjustment Controls

Parcel Shelf

Steering wheel, horn and
infotainment controls

Head Rests

Boot Floor Tab

Control stalks

Seat Pockets

Glove Box

Ignition and power button

Door Handles and
Releases

Logbook

Air vents

Door Pockets

Central Storage

Gear Stick

Window Switches

Cup Holders

Infotainment/ radio/ heater
controls

Interior Lights

Bonnet Release

Seat belts and Clips

Grab Handles

Sunglass Holder
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Best Practice- Collection & Delivery

Pre-Collection
• Send a CitNow video to the
customer when the booking
is confirmed. This should
demonstrate the safe way of
collecting the car.
• Confirm time of collection
with the customer and
explain the steps that will
be taken to sanitise the
vehicle prior to delivery.
• Ensure the car has been
cleaned and sanitised prior
to handover (please refer to
our Covid-19 Vehicle Cleaning
Check Sheet).
• Look for the ‘THIS VEHICLE
HAS BEEN SANITISED’
mirror hanger in the car.

Vehicle Collection

Digital Inspection

• Collect and Delivery driver
must use appropriate
C.A.S.E. (e.g. gloves and
seat cover).
• Keys sanitised by the
customer/ driver and
swapped over.
• Driver sanitises the external
and interior touch points of
the customer’s car before
driving (e.g. steering wheel,
gear stick, door handles,
etc)
• Driver places disposable
seat cover on driver seat.
• Ensure the air flow in the
car is not set on recirculate
when driving.
• When arriving back at the
dealership, driver to resanitise the keys before
placing on the board.

• Clean and disinfect the
vehicle prior to entering the
workshop (please refer to

our Covid-19 Vehicle
Cleaning Check Sheet).

• Look for the ‘THIS VEHICLE
HAS BEEN SANITISED’ mirror
hanger in the car.
• Technician to conduct the
usual inspections whilst
documenting the process
digitally via video.
• Service advisor contacts the
customer on state of the car
and suggested servicing and
any red or amber work
identified.

Servicing
• Technician completes
agreed work.
• Clean and disinfect the
vehicle after leaving the
workshop (please refer to

our Covid-19 Vehicle
Cleaning Check Sheet).

• Once sanitised, valeter to
place a ‘THIS VEHICLE HAS
BEEN SANITISED’ mirror
hanger in the car.
• Driver seat cover is placed
back in the car.
• Keys re-sanitised and
returned to the board.
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Car Return
• Driver returns car to
customer’s home using
appropriate C.A.S.E. (gloves
and seat cover).
• Ensure the air flow in the car
is not set on recirculate when
driving.
• Upon arrival Driver removes
disposable covers and resanitises the keys.
• Handles and main touchpoints
are re-sanitised.
• Keys handed over to customer
in sealed plastic bag.
• Invoice to be scanned or
printed and placed on the
front seat of the car.
• Paperwork completed via
email/ telephone.
• Driver follows similar process
to Vehicle Collection for
driving the vehicle back.

Best Practice- Courtesy Cars

Pre-Collection
• Ensure the car has been
cleaned and sanitised prior
to handover (please refer to
our Covid-19 Vehicle Cleaning
Check Sheet).
• Look for the ‘THIS VEHICLE
HAS BEEN SANITISED’
mirror hanger in the car.

Vehicle Collection

Vehicle Return

Clean & Sanitise
Vehicle

• Keys sanitised and passed
to the customer in a sealed
plastic bag.
• Explain to the customer the
steps that have been taken
to sanitise the vehicle
• You could provide them
with a completed vehicle
cleaning tick sheet.

• When arriving back at the
dealership, sanitise all
touchpoints (appropriate
C.A.S.E. should be worn e.g.
gloves).
• Park the vehicle in a
designated area and notify
the valet team when ok to
clean.

• Valet team to clean and
sanitise the vehicle (please
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refer to our Covid-19
Vehicle Cleaning Check
Sheet).

• Once sanitised, Valeter to
place a ‘THIS VEHICLE HAS
BEEN SANITISED’ mirror
hanger in the car.
• Put a disposable seat cover
on driver seat and move car
to designated area (wearing
gloves), ready for next
customer.
• Remove seat cover.
• Valet team to notify service
when completed.

Best Practice- Workshop Parts Issue

Pre-Picked Parts
• The pre-pick parts process
should be used to its
maximum and the
designated collection area
should be marked out in a
safe suitable place.

Parts Requisition
• Parts advisor to sanitise the
workshop counter and
surrounding area daily.
• All parts authorization and
requests from the service
front desk should be
carried out via telephone,
CitNow or email.
• Notification that parts are
ready for collection should
be carried out through the
workshop controller.

Parts Issue
• Parts advisor to put on
appropriate C.A.S.E. (e.g.
gloves).
• Pick parts.
• Assemble parts ready for
collection in the marked
collection area.
• Book out parts.
• Return parts process to be
followed as above.
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Delivery
• Centres that put into
practice the parts jockey
process should ensure that
designated parts person
remains at 2 meters at all
times.
• All technicians should remain
in their bay area.
• Parts jockey practices safe
working practices and wears
the appropriate C.A.S.E,
gloves.

Best Practice- Trade Counter Parts Issue

Pre-Picked Parts
• Order and collect should be
encouraged with both Trade
and Retail customers.
• A specific time of collection
should be agreed.

Parts Requisition

Parts Issue

• Parts to be pre-picked and
paperwork completed prior
to customer collection.
• Parts should be placed in
the designated area prior to
collection.

• Parts advisor to put on
appropriate C.A.S.E. (e.g.
gloves).
• Parts can be displayed
through the safety screen if
required.
• Payment process
completed.
• Cash transactions should be
discouraged. When on the
rare occasions it is taken it
should be handled using
gloves, and sanitised.
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Parts Handover
• Parts Advisor should wear
gloves during the
transaction and carry out as
much of the process from
behind a Perspex screen.
• Strictly one customer at any
given time at the counter.
• Once the payment has taken
place the parts should be
placed in the safe
designated collection area.
• The 2m rule should be
observed at all times.
• Customer inspects the parts
to ensure they are damage
free and correct to the order.
• If parts have to be returned,
they should be cleaned
appropriately.

Best Practice- Trade Parts Issue & Delivery

Accepting
Parts Orders
• Account customers orders
to be taken in the usual
way.
• Cash on delivery customers
should be encouraged to
pay by electronic means
cash transactions should be
discouraged.
• When on the rare occasions
it is taken it should be
handled using gloves and
sanitised.

Parts Requisition

Delivery Van

• Parts to be pre-picked and
paperwork completed prior
to collection.
• Parts should be placed in
the designated area prior to
collection.

• The van should be loaded
by one person whenever
possible, for heavier and
bulky items where
additional people are
required C.A.S.E. and or a
safe working distance
should be practiced.
• The parts should be clearly
marked with the customers
details.
• The van should be loaded
in the order of delivery.
• The customers should be
given an ETA of the parts.
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Parts Handover
• Parts driver should wear
gloves during the parts
delivery process.
• The parts should be
unloaded and left in a prearranged area.
• Payment on delivery – the
payment process should be
concluded.
• The customer inspects the
parts to ensure they are
damage free and correct to
the order.
• Photograph of the parts
taken.
• Bulky and heavy items – Prearrangement should be
made for the customer to
unload the parts from the
van.

Best Practice- Fleet Handover

Organising Delivery
• Explain you are calling on
behalf of **Broker** with
regards to the delivery and
handover of their new
vehicle.
• Ask if any members of the
household are self-isolating
due to Covid19 – if they
are, the delivery will have to
be delayed.
• If relevant - Ask if their
return vehicle has recently
been driven by anybody
diagnosed with Covid19 – if
it has, delivery and
collection will have to be
delayed.
• Confirm that they will be
present on the agreed day
of delivery (and collection)
and they are happy to
proceed.

Detail Confirmation

Pre-Delivery

Handover

• Inform customer that an
email will be sent to them
confirming process along
with your contact details
should they need to get in
touch.
• Confirm:
I.
Vehicle being delivered
(reg, make and model);
II. Vehicle being collected
(reg, make and model)
III. Home & email address
IV. That the vehicle to be
collected is roadworthy
V. Legal to drive/MOT
VI. If there any warning lights
on the dashboard
VII. That there enough fuel is
in the vehicle to get to
nearest fuel station.

• Explain additional measures
have been implemented for
Covid.
• On the day before delivery,
call the customer to confirm
delivery window for the day
of delivery.
• Ensure the car has been
cleaned and sanitised (please
refer to our Covid-19 Vehicle
Cleaning Check Sheet).
• Look for the ‘THIS VEHICLE
HAS BEEN SANITISED’ mirror
hanger in the car.
• A disposable seat cover and
paper floor mat must be put
on the drivers’ seat and in
the driver footwell.
• Appropriate PPE should be
worn (e.g. face mask/gloves)
when driving and throughout
the handover process.

• On arrival, phone the
customer to advise of their
arrival.
• Sanitise all surface
touchpoints of the vehicle,
including steering wheel
and associated controls,
gear stick / lever, door and
boot handles.
• Remove the seat cover and
paper floor mat.
• Sanitise the keys before
placing in a sealed plastic
bag and handing to the
customer.
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Customer Care
Explain:
• A typical full handover is not
possible and you will
maintain 2m social
distancing.
• Key functions of the vehicle
and answer any other
questions the customer has
(2m distance).
• The customer can refer to
the vehicle quick-start guide
or call at a later stage with
any questions
• You will not ask the
customer to sign any
paperwork and that you will
take a series of photos as
Proof of Delivery and
acceptance.

Best Practice for Fleet Vehicle
Return & Inspection
Please explain to the customer that the driver will carry out the following
steps to inspect the return vehicle.
• Keys, door handles, steering wheel & associated controls will be
sanitised prior to the inspection process.
• Following the inspection, the driver will highlight any damage on the
vehicle with the customer, keeping to the social distancing rules (2m).
• Photos of any highlighted damage will be taken by the driver.
• A copy of the inspection report will be offered via email. The driver
will ask for email address should it be requested.
• The driver will sign his tablet on behalf of the end user to avoid any
cross contamination.
• Upon completion the driver will take the vehicle away.
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Fleet Vehicle Return

Customer to use provided hand
sanitiser and sanitise keys
before handing over

Sanitise external and interior
touch points before appraising
(e.g. steering wheel, gear stick,
door handles, etc)
Driver appraises the car for
damage; protective PPE (e.g.
gloves) can be used

Customer to be presentmust keep 2m distance
Appropriate PPE should be used
when driving the returned vehicle
(e.g. driver seat cover and gloves).
Ensure air flow in the car is not on
recirculate whilst driving.
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